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Background: Chronic postsurgical pain (CPSP) is a surgical complication associated with

increased functional disability, psychological distress, and economic costs. The aims of this

paper were to prospectively: (1) examine the incidence of CPSP 6 and 12 months after pediatric

major surgery; (2) identify pain intensity and pain unpleasantness trajectories before, and up to

12 months after, surgery; (3) identify pre-operative factors that predict pain trajectory group

membership; and (4) identify predictors of 12-month functional disability.

Methods: This study followed 265 children aged 8–17 years at four time points (pre-

surgical [T0], in-hospital [T1], 6 [T2] and 12 [T3] months after surgery). Children and

parents completed pain and psychological questionnaires. In-hospital physical activity was

monitored using actigraphy.

Results and discussion: The incidence of moderate-to-severe CPSP at 6 and 12 months

was 35% (95% CI 29.1% to 41.9%) and 38% (95% CI 32.4% to 45.1%), respectively. Three

percent (95% CI 1.17% to 6.23%) and 4% (95% CI 1.45% to 6.55%) of children reported

using opioids to manage pain at 6 and 12 months, respectively. Growth mixture modeling

revealed a two-class trajectory model with a quadratic slope best fit the data for both pain

intensity (Bayesian information criterion [BIC] = 3977.03) and pain unpleasantness (BIC =

3644.45) over the 12 months. Preoperative functional disability and cumulative in-hospital

opioid consumption predicted pain intensity trajectories. Preoperative functional disability

predicted pain unpleasantness trajectories. Preoperative functional disability (OR: 1.05, 95%

CI: 1.01 to 1.09) and pain unpleasantness trajectories (OR: 2.59, 95% CI: 1.05 to 6.37)

predicted 12-month moderate-to-severe functional disability.

Conclusion: Pre-surgical functional disability is the only factor that predicts both 12-month

functional disability and the course of pain intensity and pain unpleasantness ratings over the

12-month period.

Keywords: pain, pediatrics, surgery, trajectory analysis, functional disability, anxiety,

depression, parents

Introduction
Chronic postsurgical pain (CPSP) is a surgical complication that occurs in approxi-

mately 20–50% of the children after major surgeries.1,2 It is associated with longer

recovery, higher risk of infection, greater functional disability, missed school days,

psychological distress, and economic costs.1–5 CPSP is defined as pain that: devel-

ops after a surgical procedure; is a continuation of acute post-surgical pain or

develops after an asymptomatic period; is localized to the surgical site or projected
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to a referred area; persists for at least 3–6 months after

surgery; and affects quality of life. Importantly, other

causes of the pain must be excluded.6

While there is extensive literature on the transition from

acute to chronic post-surgical pain in adults,7 far fewer

pediatric studies have been published on the topic. As

with adults, the transition to CPSP in children is thought

to follow a biopsychosocial model8 that includes child

factors, such as genetics, sex, pre-surgical pain, sleep, anxi-

ety, and pain catastrophizing, but parent factors as well,

such as parent cognitive appraisals of their child’s pain9

and parent pain catastrophizing.2 The main outcome in

many of the biopsychosocial models of chronic pain is

functional disability (ie, disability in doing activities of

everyday life) or pain-related disability (ie, difficulty due

to pain engaging in everyday activities, including social,

emotional, cognitive, physical, and recreational aspects).8,10

Pain is an important driver of pain-related disability11

and general functional disability12,13 though not all studies

of pediatric CPSP have measured this construct. Of the

studies that actually measured functional disability2,14,15 or

a proxy variable, such as number of days of school

missed16 or activity limitations;15 only three2,14,15 reported

on the predictive relationship between pain and functional

disability2 or the proxy variable.15 This is an important

omission since disability is the main outcome variable in

biopsychosocial models of chronic pain. Both Pagé et al2

and Chidambaran et al14 report similar findings: the pre-

sence of moderate/severe CPSP2 or persistent pain14 one

year after surgery was not accompanied by high levels of

functional disability (or scores on the Functional Disability

Index of 13 or more17). Moreover, functional disability

inventory scores did not differ significantly between chil-

dren with moderate-to-severe pain and those with no-to-

low CPSP2 or between those with and without persistent

pain.14 In contrast, Rabbitts et al15 found that one year

after surgery, the late pain recovery group showed worse

health-related quality of life, as measured by the Pediatric

Quality of Life Scale, and greater activity limitations than

the early pain recovery group after controlling for age and

sex, but importantly the authors did not control for base-

line quality of life or baseline activity limitations. It is

therefore not clear whether pain trajectory group member-

ship in fact predicts greater activity limitations one year

after surgery when taking into account the variance con-

tributed by the pre-operative values of these variables.

That is, it may be that children with worse quality of life

and greater activity limitations before surgery have the

worst outcome regardless of their pain scores over the

year after surgery.

The aims of the present study were to prospectively:

(1) examine the incidence of CPSP 6 and 12 months after

pediatric major orthopedic or general surgery; (2) identify

pain intensity and pain unpleasantness trajectories before,

and up to 12 months after, surgery; (3) identify pre-opera-

tive psychosocial and demographic factors that predict

pain trajectory group membership; and (4) identify pre-

dictors of 12-month functional disability after controlling

for pre-operative functional disability.

Materials And Methods
Participants
Participants aged 8–18 years undergoing either orthopedic

surgery (ie, osteotomy, plate insertion tibial/femur, surgery

for scoliosis) or general surgery (ie, thoracotomy, thoracoab-

dominal surgery, Nuss/Ravitch pectus repair, sternotomy,

laparotomy, laparoscopic-assisted; colectomy, ileostomy,

J-pouches) and one of their parents were eligible to partici-

pate in this study. Children were excluded if (1) they had a

documented developmental or cognitive delay, (2) they had a

diagnosis of cancer, (3) they did not speak or read English, or

(4) their parent or guardian did not speak or read English.

Questionnaires
Table 1 lists the complete study measures and their timing

of administration across the study period for children and

their parents.

Child Measures
Physical Measures

Pressure Algometry

Pain thresholds in response to mechanical pressure applied

to the skin were obtained using a Pressure Algometer, a

hand-held device consisting of a 1.5 cm rubber tip attached

to a spring-loaded gauge with an analog display that reg-

isters the applied force in lbs/sq in and kg/sq cm

(Baseline® Dolorimeter, Model PR0379 and PR0376,

Algeos Ltd, Liverpool, UK). The algometer was applied

with a constantly increasing pressure to a point on the skin

over muscle at a rate of 0.5 kg/second. The participant

indicated when the pressure first became painful. Pressure

pain threshold (PPT) was defined as the force (pressure/

unit area) at which the participant first reported pain.

Participants were then asked to rate the intensity of the

pain using an 11-point NRS. Baseline PPTs were obtained
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Table 1 Study Time Chart Depicting When Each Measure Was Administered To Children And Parents Over The Course Of The Study

Measure Time 0

Pre-

Surgery

Daily

In-Hospital

Measures

Time 1 48–72

Hrs After

Surgery

Time 2 6-Month And

Time 3 12-Month

Demographic Information Sheet ✓

Pressure Algometry ✓ ✓

Physical Activity Monitor (Actical) ✓

Opioid Consumption ✓

Additional Analgesics ✓

Numeric Rating Scale Pain Intensity at rest (NRS-R) and

movement-evoked (NRS-M)

✓ ✓ ✓

Numerical Rating Scale Pain Unpleasantness (NRS-U) ✓ ✓ ✓

Child Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale (CPASS) ✓ ✓ ✓

Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Children (PCS-C) ✓ ✓ ✓

Children Anxiety Sensitivity Index (CASI) ✓ ✓ ✓

Child Self-Efficacy Scale-Child Version (CSES-C) ✓ ✓ ✓

Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia (TSK) ✓ ✓ ✓

Children’s Revised Impact of Events Scale (CRIES) ✓ ✓ ✓

PROMIS-Pediatric Pain Interference Scale (PPIS) ✓ ✓ ✓

Centre for Epidemiological Studies – Depression Scale Children

(CES-DC)

✓ ✓ ✓

Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children-10 (MASC) ✓ ✓

Pain Experiences Questionnaire – Pre-operatively ✓

Pain Experiences Questionnaire – Post-operatively ✓

Functional Disability Index (FDI) ✓ ✓

Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire-Adolescents (CPAQ-A) ✓ ✓

Demographic Information Sheet (Parent) and Pain History ✓

Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale-20

(PASS-20)

✓

Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) ✓

Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI) ✓

Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression (CES-D) ✓

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – Trait (STAI-T) ✓

Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (PSEQ) ✓

Semi-Structured Interview (20–30 parents) ✓

Parent Psychological Flexibility Questionnaire (PPFQ) ✓

Pain Catastrophizing Scale - Parent Version (PCS-P) ✓
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at the pre-admission visit, from the proposed incision site

and at control sites on the right and left forearm (anterior

aspect midway between the wrist and elbow). PPTs were

obtained postoperatively on a daily basis 5 cm from the

edge of the wound dressing (to assess secondary mechan-

ical hyperalgesia) and at control points on both forearms

(anterior aspect midway between the wrist and elbow).

Pain pressure thresholds have been tested and validated

in a pediatric sample with orthopedic disorders.18 PPT

results are not reported in the present article and will be

the subject of a subsequent report.

Physical Activity

The Actical Physical Activity Monitor (Respironics, Inc.,

Bend, Oregon) is a small, non-invasive, wrist watch-sized

device that contains an omnidirectional accelerometer

designed to measure physical activity and caloric expen-

diture on a continuous basis. The physical activity monitor

provides an objective, quantifiable measure of average

activity levels and changes in activity levels. The physical

activity monitor was attached to the child’s non-dominant

wrist in the Post-Anesthetic Care Unit (PACU) after sur-

gery and remained attached until hospital discharge,

thereby providing a continuous measure of physical activ-

ity throughout the hospital stay. The Actical physical

activity monitor has been used in past studies of children

in a post-surgical hospital setting.19 Total daily (24 hr)

activity counts were computed for the days following

surgery starting on post-operative day one. Total counts

were used because the children were not on regular sleep-

wake cycles.

Questionnaires

The Numerical Rating Scale (NRS)

The NRS is an 11-point verbally administered scale that

measures the subjective experience of pain intensity (I) or

pain unpleasantness (U). The NRS-I ranged from 0 (no

pain at all) to 10 (worst possible pain). The NRS-U ranged

from 0 (not at all unpleasant/horrible/yucky) to 10 (most

unpleasant/horrible/yucky). The NRS has excellent relia-

bility and validity and has been validated for acute post-

surgical pain in children aged 7–17 years.20

Child Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale (CPASS)

The CPASS21 is a 20-item scale that measures the fear and

anxiety-related thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and physical

sensations that accompany the experience and anticipation

of pain. It is a modified version of the adult PASS-2022 and

can be administered to children as young as eight years

old.22 Each item is rated on a scale of 0 (never) to 5

(always) and overall scores range from 0 to 100 with

higher scores indicative of greater pain-related anxiety.

CPASS has excellent internal consistency (α = 0.89 to

0.903) and strong construct validity.21,23,24 Internal consis-

tency for the present study was excellent at T0 (α = 0.920),

T1 (α = 0.941), T2 (α = 0.925), and T3 (α = 0.932).

Pain Catastrophizing Scale-Children (PCS-C)25

The 13-item PCS-C is a child version of the PCS26 that

measures the thoughts and feelings children may experience

when they are in pain, including unrealistic beliefs that the

current situation will lead to the worst possible pain out-

come, negative thoughts about the future and self, and “an

exaggerated negative ‘mental set’ brought to bear during

actual or anticipated pain experience” (p. 53,27). Each item

is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from not at all (0) to all

the time (4). The PCS-C yields a total score and three

subscale scores assessing (1) rumination, (2) magnification,

and (3) helplessness. The PCS-C has excellent internal

consistency (α = 0.90) and strongly correlates with pain

intensity (r=0.49) and disability (r=0.50).25 Internal consis-

tency for the present study was excellent at T0 (α = 0.935),

T1 (α = 0.942), T2 (α = 0.926), and T3 (α = 0.932).

Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index (CASI)

The CASI28 is an 18-item scale that measures the extent to

which the symptoms of anxiety (eg, increased heart rate,

shortness of breath, racing thoughts) are feared due to the

belief that they will have harmful somatic, psychological,

and/or social consequences. Each item is rated on a scale

of 1 (none) to 3 (a lot). Total scores range from 18 to 54

with higher scores indicative of greater anxiety sensitivity.

The CASI has very good internal consistency (α = 0.87),

satisfactory test–retest reliability (r = 0.76) and adequate

construct validity.28 Internal consistency for the present

study was very good T0 (α = 0.864), T1 (α = 0.872), T2

(α = 0.850), and T3 (α = 0.856).

Child Self-Efficacy Scale-Child Version (CSES-C)

The CSEC-C29 is a 7-item measure of a child’s belief that

they can engage in specific activities, such as going to

school, taking care of him/herself, and participating in

activities with family or friends, without assistance. Each

item is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (very sure)

to 5 (very unsure). Total scores range from 7 to 35 with

lower scores indicative of greater self-efficacy. The
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CSES-C has good internal consistency (α = 0.80 to

0.83).29 Internal consistency for the present study was

excellent at T2 (α = 0.901), and very good at T0 (α =

0.877), T1 (α = 0.891), and T3 (α = 0.860).

Tampa Scale For Kinesiophobia (TSK)

The TSK30 is a 17-item scale that measures fear of move-

ment-evoked pain and injury. Scale items ranges from 0

(strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree) with 4 reversed-

scored items. Total scores range from 25 to 56 with higher

scores indicative of a greater fear of movement. The TSK has

good internal consistency (α = 0.83) and validity.31 Internal

consistency for the present study was good at T0 (α = 0.921),

T1 (α = 0.878), T2 (α = 0.851), and T3 (α = 0.866).

Children’s Revised Impact Of Event Scale (CRIES)32,33

The CRIES is a 13-item scale that measures posttraumatic

stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms in the previous six

months. Each item is rated based on its frequency of

occurrence on a 4-point scale, from 0 (none) to 5 (a lot).

A score of 30 or higher indicates a very likely presence of

PTSD. The CRIES has good reliability (α=0.80)33 and

high validity as a screening measure for PTSD.34 Internal

consistency for the present study was excellent at T0 (α =

0.906), and very good at T1 (α = 0.881), T2 (α = 0.879),

and T3 (α = 0.894).

PROMIS-Pediatric Pain Interference Scale (PPIS)

The 8-item PPIS35 assesses how the child’s pain has inter-

fered with certain aspects of their life over the past 7 days

(eg, sleep, attention, schoolwork, physical activities, emo-

tion). Each item is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from

“never” to “almost always”. Scores range from 0 to 32

where higher scores indicate greater pain-related functional

impairment. The PPIS consistently achieves a reliability of

0.85.35,36 Internal consistency for the present study was

excellent at T0 (α = 0.933) and T3 (α = 0.919) and very

good at T2 (α = 0.896).

The Center For Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale

For Children (CES-DC)

Derived from the CES-D for adults,37 the CES-DC38 was

developed to assess depressive symptoms in children and

adolescents. The CES-DC consists of 20 items that exam-

ine depressed mood, worthlessness, helplessness, psycho-

motor retardation, and eating and sleeping problems.

Items are rated on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 3

(a lot) to indicate how frequently each statement was

experienced “in the past week”. Total scores range from

0 to 60 with higher scores indicating more severe depres-

sive symptoms. The CES-DC has excellent internal con-

sistency (α = 0.89) and good convergent validity.38

Internal consistency for the present study was excellent

at T0 (α = 0.921) and T1 (α = 0.900), and very good at

T2 (α = 0.894) and T3 (α = 0.898).

Multidimensional Anxiety Scale For Children (MASC-10

and -39)

The MASC-1039 is a 10-item, shortened version of the 39-

item MASC-39.40 Both versions measure self-reported

physiological responses, harm avoidance, social and

separation anxiety.40 Items are rated on a scale from 0

(never true about me) to 3 (often true about me). Total

scores range from 0 to 30 (MASC-10) and from 0 to 117

(MASC-39), with higher scores indicating more symptoms

of anxiety. The MASC-39 has good internal consistency (α
= 0.60 to 0.85), strong test–retest reliability (r = 0.79 to

0.93), good convergent validity (correlates significantly

with the Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale), and

also has good discriminant validity.40 Internal consistency

of the MASC-39 for the present study was excellent (α =

0.906). The MASC-10 has excellent internal consistency

(α = 0.89), strong test–retest reliability (r = 0.86), and

good convergent and discriminant validity.39,40 Internal

consistency of the MASC-10 for the current study was

poor at T1 (α = 0.796), T2 (α = 0.780), and T3 (α = 0.794).

The Functional Disability Inventory (FDI)

The FDI41 is a 15-item scale that measures the extent to

which children experience difficulties in completing daily

tasks and activities (eg, “Walking to the bathroom”,

“Eating regular meals”, and “Being at school all day”).

Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert Scale, which ranges

from 0 (no trouble) to 4 (impossible). The total score

ranges from 0 to 60 with higher scores indicative of

increasing difficulty engaging in the activities. A score of

13 or more indicates moderate-to-severe disability and a

score of less than 13 indicates no-to-mild disability.17 FDI

has excellent internal consistency (α = 0.90) and has good

concurrent validity.41 The internal consistency of the FDI

for the present study was excellent at T0 (α = 0.919) and

T3 (α = 0.910) and very good at T2 (α = 0.864).

Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire-Adolescents

(CPAQ-A)

The CPAQ-A42 is a 20-item scale that measures an
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adolescent’s acceptance of chronic pain. Items are rated on a

5-point scale ranging from 0 (never true) to 4 (always true).

The CPAQ-A has two subscales: activity engagement and

pain willingness. The internal consistency for the activity

engagement subscale has been shown to be good (α = 0.86)

and also adequate for pain willingness (α = 0.75).42 Internal

consistency for the present study was very good at T0

(α = 0.876), T2 (α = 0.866), and T3 (α = 0.878).

Parent Measures

Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale-Short Form (PASS-20)

PASS-2022 consists of 20 items that measure the fear and

anxiety-related thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and physical

sensations that accompany the experience and anticipation

of pain. Each item is rated on a scale of 0 (never) to 5

(always) and total scores range from 0 to 100. The PASS-20

has four subscales: cognitive, escape/avoidance, fear, and

physiological anxiety. The PASS-20 has good internal con-

sistency (α = 0.81) and good construct validity. Internal

consistency for the present study was excellent (α = 0.950).

Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) and Pain Catastrophizing

Scale-Parents (PCS-P)

The PCS26 is a 13-item self-report scale that measures the

thoughts and feelings that individuals may experience when

they are in pain, including unrealistic beliefs that the current

situation will lead to the worst possible pain outcome,

negative thoughts about the future and self, and “an exag-

gerated negative ‘mental set’ brought to bear during actual

or anticipated pain experience” (p. 53,27). Each item is rated

on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (all the

time). The PCS yields a total score and three subscale

scores assessing rumination, magnification, and helpless-

ness. The PCS has high internal consistency and validity.43

The PCS-P44 is the parent version of the PCS that measures

the extent to which a parent catastrophizes about their

child’s pain. The PCS-P has both strong construct validity

and internal consistency (α = 0.81 to 0.93).44 The internal

consistency of the PCS for the present study was excellent

(α = 0.937). Internal consistency for the PCS-P was excel-

lent at T0 (α = 0.923) and T3 (α = 0.924).

Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI)45

The ASI is a 16-item self-report measure assessing the

extent to which participants fear the potentially negative

consequences of symptoms and sensations related to

anxiety. Each item is rated on a scale from 0 (very little)

to 4 (very much), for a total score ranging from 0 to 64.

Higher scores indicate greater anxiety sensitivity. The

ASI has high internal consistency for the total score

(α=0.83) and has good convergent and discriminant

validity.46 Internal consistency for the present study was

very good (α = 0.896).

The Center For Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale

(CES-D)

The CES-D37 consists of 20 items and assesses depressive

symptoms in adults. The measure surveys the following

symptoms: depressed mood, worthlessness, helplessness,

psychomotor retardation, and eating and sleeping problems.

Items are rated on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 3 (a lot) to

indicate how frequently each statement was experienced “in

the past week”. Total scores range from 0 to 60. CES-D has

shown to have high internal consistency (α = 0.85 to 0.90)

and strong construct validity.37 Internal consistency for the

present study was good (α = 0.803).

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – Trait (STAI-T)

The STAI-T47 is a 20-item scale that measures a wide

range of anxiety features. Items are rated on a scale from

0 (almost never) to 4 (almost always). It has shown to have

great internal consistency (α = 0.86 to 0.95) and satisfac-

tory test–retest reliability (r = 0.69 to 0.89).47 It also has

good construct and concurrent validity.48 Internal consis-

tency for the present study was excellent (α = 0.916).

Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (PSEQ)

The PSEQ49 is a 10-item measure that assesses an indivi-

dual’s belief about their ability to engage in activities

despite the pain they experience. Total scores range from

0 to 60; higher scores reflect higher self-efficacy beliefs.

The PSEQ has shown to have excellent internal consis-

tency (α = 0.93).50 Internal consistency for the present

study was excellent (α = 0.948).

Parent Psychological Flexibility Questionnaire (PPFQ)

The PPFQ51 measures the ability of a parent to manage their

distress about their child’s pain. The questionnaire consists of

17-items that are to be rated on a scale of 0 (never true) to 6

(always true). This measure showed to have excellent inter-

nal consistency (α = 0.91).51 Internal consistency for the

present study was good at T0 (α = 0.892) and excellent at

T3 (α = 0.903).

Semi-Structured Interview

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with a purpo-

sive sample of 36 parents 48–72 hrs after their child’s
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surgery. Parents were targeted for variation in child age

[eg, child age (older (13–18 years old) and younger (8–12

years old)) and sex (male and female)]. Interested parents

were asked to sign an additional consent form before

beginning the interview. Each interview took approxi-

mately 30–45 mins to complete. All of the interviews

were audio recorded after written consent was obtained

from each participant. Questions in the interview guides

were based on our combined experiences, through a litera-

ture search and based on our previous work. Questions

moved from the more general to the more specific with the

overall goal of being able to describe parents’ perspectives

of their child’s post-operative pain experience with probes

used to fully explore their experience. The interview ques-

tions were pilot tested with 4 participants to further refine

the interview guide. As such the interview guide was

modified according to previous interviews in order to

capture new themes that emerged. Results from these

interviews will be reported in another manuscript.

Procedure

The study was reviewed and approved by the Research

Ethics Boards at The Hospital for Sick Children

(SickKids) (REB file # 1000019644) and the Human

Participants Review Committee at York University

(Certificate # 2010-276). The study was conducted in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Parents pro-

vided informed written consent to participate and children

provided informed assent for their participation.

Eligible children and their parents, who had been pre-

screened by an operating room nurse in the patients’ circle

of care, were approached by the research assistant.

Children and their parents were recruited to participate

either at the pre-operative assessment clinic visit or by

telephone if they did not attend the pre-operative clinic.

This prospective, longitudinal study involved four assess-

ment time points over the course of a year: pre-operative,

in-hospital, and 6 and 12 months post-operative.

Pre-Operative Assessment (T0)

The baseline assessment included administration of child

and parent questionnaires and child pressure pain thresh-

olds using pressure algometry by the research assistant as

described earlier. The child completed questionnaires (see

Table 1) asking about previous and current pain experi-

ences, as well as relevant psychological and emotional

functioning. Parents completed questionnaires about their

psychological functioning (PASS-20, PCS, ASI, CES-D,

STAI-T, PSEQ). The order of questionnaire administration

was randomized within subjects to minimize fatigue and

order effects. The child’s pre-operative medication use

(analgesics and others) was obtained from the parents

and confirmed by the patient’s hospital medical record.

Intraoperative Anesthetic Management

Each patient received a general anesthetic. The following

intraoperative factors were extracted from the surgical and

anesthetic records: duration of surgery, analgesic/anes-

thetic regime including use of epidural/regional anesthetic

techniques, systemic opioids, and non-opioid adjuvants.

In-Hospital Post-Operative Assessment (T1)

Physical activity was measured continuously while in hos-

pital using a non-invasive Actical physical activity moni-

tor. Pain intensity scores (NRS-I), pain unpleasantness

scores (NRS-U), and pressure pain thresholds were

obtained daily by a research assistant. NRS-I, NRS-U,

and pressure pain thresholds were also obtained by a

research assistant on one occasion between 48 and 72 hrs

postoperative at the same time that the T1 self-report

measures were administered. Postoperative analgesic use

(eg, opioid consumption, adjunct analgesics) was recorded

from the child’s medical record. In addition, 48–72 hrs

after surgery children completed self-report measures and

a purposive sample of parents completed a semi-structured

interview conducted by Rosenbloom (See Table 1).

Six- (T2) And 12 (T3)-Month Post-Operative Follow-Ups

Six and 12 months after surgery, the research assistant

followed up with participants by telephone to complete a

set of measures to determine pain (NRS-I, NRS-U) psy-

chological and emotional adaptation, current pain medica-

tions, incidence, intensity, quality of chronic postsurgical

pain and the extent to which it interferes with daily activ-

ity. At the 12-month follow-up, a research assistant con-

ducted a pain memory interview with children and their

parents. At the 12-month telephone follow-up, the research

assistant orally led parents through two questionnaires

measuring their psychological flexibility and pain catastro-

phizing about their child’s pain.

All of the questionnaires were self-administered.

However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the

child/adolescent might not have completed them by them-

selves in the pre-operative period when participants either

took them home to complete and return on the day of

surgery. Otherwise, for participants who completed the
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questionnaires in the pre-anesthesia clinic, a research

assistant was present and could see that the participants

were completing the forms themselves and was available

to help if needed. For the remaining time points, the child/

adolescent alone completed the questionnaires: For the in-

hospital time point, questionnaires were completed by the

child/adolescent and, at times, the questionnaires were

read to the participants who responded verbally (eg,

when the surgery type made it difficult for the child to

write). The 6- and 12-month questionnaires were com-

pleted over the phone with the research assistant reading

the questions to the children. This was done to be sure that

the child was the one completing the questionnaires and

also to avoid missing data.

Data Analysis

Pain Intensity And Pain Unpleasantness Trajectory Analyses

A growth mixture model (GMM) was used to characterize

pain intensity and pain unpleasantness trajectories for ado-

lescents over four time points including pre-surgical, in-

hospital post-surgical, and 6 and 12 months post-surgical.

Participants with three or more time points completed

were included in the analysis. Previous research in adult

surgical populations has shown linear and quadratic

shaped post-operative pain trajectories.52,53 Therefore, we

tested a total of 14 different models each for pain intensity

and pain unpleasantness that varied based on the number

of trajectories (up to 7), and the presence of a linear and a

quadratic term. All models were tested using the latent

class mixed model (lcmm) package in R version 3.5.1.

Model selection was based on the Bayesian information

criterion (BIC) and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),

where lower values indicate better model fit. An additional

indicator of model fit included a minimum of 5% of the

participants classified in each trajectory. Local maxima

were tested in the final model.

Predictors Of Pain Intensity And Pain Unpleasantness

Trajectories

Once the best-fitting trajectory model was selected, the

following biopsychosocial child pre-surgical and surgical

variables were individually entered into univariate logistic

regressions to predict trajectory class membership for pain

intensity and for pain unpleasantness: age, sex, functional

disability, fear of movement, pre-surgical pain-related

anxiety and worry (pain catastrophizing, pain anxiety),

general anxiety and worry (anxiety sensitivity, general

anxiety), depression, pre-surgical pain self-efficacy, pain

acceptance, symptoms of posttraumatic stress, surgery

type, regional anesthesia, activity level on post-operative

days 2 and 3, and cumulative five-day opioid consumption.

The following parental factors were individually entered

into the logistic regression to predict class membership:

pre-surgical pain catastrophizing, pre-surgical anxiety sen-

sitivity, pre-surgical pain anxiety, pre-surgical pain psy-

chological flexibility, and pre-surgical depression. We

tested for collinearity among variables. Significant predic-

tors (p <0.20) were chosen for inclusion in the multivari-

able model.

Predictors Of 12-Month Functional Disability

A logistic regression was used to predict moderate-to-

severe functional disability on the FDI. The FDI was

split by a previously established cut off score of 13 or

more indicating moderate-to-severe disability and a score

of less than 13 indicating no-to-mild disability.17 The same

predictors as described earlier as well as the trajectory

groups for pain intensity and pain unpleasantness were

individually entered into the model. Significant (p<0.20)

variables were then entered into the multivariable model.

Results
Recruitment And Retention Of

Participants
Recruitment took place between February 2011 and

August 2015. Figure 1 shows recruitment details and par-

ticipant flow through the study. Records of children who

were assessed and found not eligible between February

2011 and August 2014 were lost; therefore, Figure 1

shows eligibility numbers between September 2014 and

August 2015.

Of the 349 approached for consent, 270 children and

their parents consented to participate. Three children with-

drew consent before participating in any part of the study,

one patient’s surgical procedure was changed and no

longer met study criteria, and 27 children were missed

(ie, the research assistant was unable to locate or reach

them) for their T0 assessment. One patient was diagnosed

with cancer after consent and was withdrawn from the

study. A total of 264 participants completed at least some

part of the in-hospital (T1) assessment (eg, questionnaire,

pressure algometer, actigraphy, daily pain measures).

Twenty-seven participants were admitted directly to the

intensive care unit (ICU) from the operating room and

therefore the research assistant was unable to obtain
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Figure 1 Participant recruitment and flow through the study.
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daily pain measures. The 6- and 12-month retention rates

of participants in this study were 81.1% (95% CI 75.9% to

86.4%) and 85.3% (95% CI 80.7% to 89.9%), respectively.

Significant differences at baseline were not found between

participants who completed the study at 12 months and those

who did not on any of the measures, except the PPIS.

Participants who completed the study had significantly lower

baseline PPIS scores (M = 14.4, SD = 9.6) than those who did

not complete the study (M = 23.0, SD = 5.4), t(162) = 2.162,

p = 0.031.

Demographic And Clinical Variables
The final sample consisted of 265 children [n = 155 female

(58.5%), M age = 14.1 years (SD = 2.5), range 8–18 years]

and their parents or guardians [n = 188 female (83.9%), M

age = 45.1 years (SD = 5.9), range 29–70 years, 41 parents

did not answer the demographic questionnaire]. The majority

of children identified as Caucasian (65.7%; Table 2). Sixty-

two percent of participants (n = 166, 62.6%) had a previous

surgery, and 61.1% (n = 162) had chronic pain prior to the

current surgery. Forty-three percent (n = 103, 43.8%)

reported moderate-to-severe pain at the surgical site prior to

surgery, and 23.3% (n = 56) also had moderate-to-severe

functional disability. Only 8% (n = 21) of participants were

taking pain medications prior to their current surgery.

The majority of children underwent surgery for scoliosis

(n = 133, 50.2%) and 35.5% (n = 94) underwent an osteotomy.

Fourteen children (5.3%) had a Ravitch procedure, four had a

Nuss procedure (1.5%), four (1.5%) had a thoracotomy, and

fifteen (5.7%) had another type of surgery. The mean duration

of surgery was 4.59 hrs (SD = 2.07 hrs, range = 0.70–10.70

hrs) and children stayed in hospital an average of 4.9 days

[SD = 2.9, range 1–36 days]. Participants who were trans-

ferred to the ICU had significantly longer surgical times (p <

0.001) and hospital stays (p = 0.001).

Incidence Of CPSP And Functional

Disability
Pain and functional disability outcomes for the total sample can

be seen in Table 3. In total, 35.5% (95% CI 29.1% to 41.9%,

n = 76/214) of children had moderate-to-severe pain (ie, pain

rated at a 4 or more out of 10) 6 months after surgery, and of

these, 7.5% (95% CI 3.9% to 11.4%, n = 15/201) had been

pain-free prior to surgery. A total of 11.9% (95% CI 7.4% to

16.4%, n = 24/201) of children who had moderate-to-severe

pain prior to surgery reported being pain-free at 6months post-

operatively. At 12months after surgery, 38.7% (95%CI 32.4%

to 45.1%, n = 86/226) had moderate-to-severe pain, and of

these, 9.2% (95% CI 5.3% to 13.1%, n = 19/207) had been

pain-free prior to surgery. A total of 9.2% (95% CI 5.3% to

13.1%, n = 19/207) of children who had moderate-to-severe

pain prior to surgery reported being pain-free at 12 months

post-operatively. Table 4 shows the number and percentage of

participantswith andwithout preoperative painwho developed

CPSP with no-to-minimal or moderate-to-severe functional

disability.

Further, 32.7% (95% CI 26.4% to 39.0%, n = 70) and

29.3% (95% CI 23.4% to 35.3%, n = 66) of children had

moderate-to-severe functional disability 6 and 12 months

after surgery, respectively. Pain intensity was moderately,

positively associated with functional disability at both

6 (r = 0.357, p < 0.001) and 12 months (r = 0.209,

p = 0.002) after surgery. In terms of co-occurrence,

17.5% (95% CI 12.4% to 22.6%, n = 37) and 13.8%

(95% CI 9.2% to 18.3%, n = 31) had both moderate-to-

severe pain and moderate-to-severe disability at 6 and 12

months after surgery, respectively.

Medication Use
Opioid Use

Prior to surgery, three children (1.3%, 95% CI 0% to

2.7%) were using opioids to manage their pain. Two

children continued to use opioids after surgery, while one

child stopped using opioids. In total, 3.7% (95% CI 1.17%

to 6.23%, n = 8) reported using opioids 6 months after

surgery and 4.0% (95% CI 1.45% to 6.55%, n = 9) were

using opioids at 12 months.

Non-Opioid Medication Use

Prior to surgery, 2.5% (95%CI 0.51% to 4.5%, n = 6) reported

using acetaminophen and/or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

agents (NSAIDs) for pain management when needed. After

surgery, 27.0% (95% CI 21.1% to 33.0%, n = 58) and 27.0%

(95% CI 21.2% to 32.8%, n = 61) reported using

Table 2 Ethnicity Of Child And Parents (N = 265; N = 36 Did

Not Identify Their Ethnicity)

Ethnicity n (%)

Caucasian 153 (65.95)

African Canadian 14 (6.03)

South Asian 13 (5.60)

East Asian 11 (4.35)

African Caribbean 4 (1.72)

Hispanic 4 (1.72)

Aboriginal 3 (1.29)

Other 27 (11.64)
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acetaminophen and/or NSAIDs when needed 6 and 12months

after surgery, respectively.

Pain Intensity Trajectories
As shown in Table 5, 14 models were tested. The final

model was based on the lowest BIC and AIC values,

which included a two-class model with a quadric slope.

The two different pain intensity trajectories are presented

in Figure 2 with the parameters for the final model shown in

Table 6. Trajectory one (n = 136) consisted of children who

started with mild pain intensity, which remained mild in-

hospital, and at 6 and 12 months. Trajectory two (n = 123)

consisted of children who started with moderate-to-severe

pain intensity and who continued to have moderate-to-

severe pain post-surgically. Trajectory two also included a

significant decrease in pain intensity from Day 2 to 6

months post-surgically. Table 7 shows the means and stan-

dard deviations across time for the two trajectories.

Pain Unpleasantness Trajectories
The 14 models for pain unpleasantness are shown in Table 5.

The final model was based on the lowest BIC and AIC

values, which included a two-class model with a quadric

slope. The two pain unpleasantness trajectories are presented

in Figure 3. The characteristics and parameters estimated of

the regression equation for each trajectory are shown in

Table 6. Trajectory one (n = 187) consisted of children who

started with lower pain unpleasantness that remained lower

in-hospital, as well as at 6 and 12 months. Trajectory two

(n = 72) consisted of children who started with higher pain

unpleasantness ratings and who continued to have higher

pain unpleasantness post-surgically. Trajectories one and

Table 3 Pre- And Post-Surgical Pain Intensity, Pain Unpleasantness, And Functional Disability Outcomes Across The Year-Long Period

Pre-Surgical (n = 238)

n (%)

In-Hospital (48 Hr Post-

Operative, n = 207)

n (%)

6 Months Post-

Surgical (n = 213)

n (%)

12 Months Post-

Surgical (n = 225)

n (%)

Pain Intensity

No Pain (0) 76 (31.9) 9 (5.1) 80 (37.6) 80 (35.6)

Mild (1–3) 59 (24.8) 61 (34.7) 57 (26.8) 58 (25.8)

Moderate (4–7) 84 (35.3) 95 (54.0) 74 (34.7) 77 (34.2)

Severe (8–10) 19 (8.0) 11 (6.3) 2 (0.9) 10 (4.4)

Pain Unpleasantness

No Pain (0) 73 (31.3) 2 (1.1) 82 (38.7) 82 (36.4)

Mild (1–3) 48 (20.6) 30 (17.1) 59 (27.8) 50 (22.2)

Moderate (4–7) 76 (32.6) 115 (65.7) 61 (28.8) 78 (34.7)

Severe (8–10) 36 (15.5) 28 (16.0) 10 (4.7) 15 (6.7)

Functional Disability

None/Minimal (0–12) 138 (61.1) - 138 (65.1) 156 (70.6)

Mild (13–20) 41 (18.1) - 43 (20.3) 32 (14.5)

Moderate (21–29) 27 (11.9) - 22 (10.4) 18 (8.1)

Severe (30–60) 20 (8.8) - 9 (4.2) 15 (6.8)

Notes: Pain intensity and unpleasantness was measured using a 0–10 numerical rating scale. Functional disability was measured using the Functional Disability Inventory at all

time points except in-hospital. Pre-surgical pain unpleasantness total n = 233 participants; In-hospital pain unpleasantness total n = 175; 6-month pain unpleasantness n = 212.

Pre-surgical functional disability total n = 226; 6-month functional disability n = 212; 6-month functional disability n = 221.

Table 4 Number And Percentage (%) Of Children With And Without Preoperative Pain Who Developed Chronic Post-Surgical Pain

(CPSP) At 12 Months With No-To-Minimal Or Moderate-To-Severe Functional Disability

No-To-Mild Pre-Operative Pain Moderate-To-Severe Pre-Operative Pain Total

n (%)
No-To-Mild

CPSP n (%)

Moderate-To-Severe

CPSP n (%)

No-To-Mild

CPSP n (%)

Moderate-To-Severe

CPSP n (%)

No-to-minimal functional disability 58 (28.3) 26 (12.7) 34 (16.6) 25 (12.2) 143 (69.8)

Moderate-to-severe functional disability 24 (11.7) 10 (4.9) 9 (4.4) 19 (9.3) 62 (30.2)

TOTAL 82 (40.0) 36 (17.6) 43 (21.0) 44 (21.4) 205 (100)
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two also included a significant decrease in pain unpleasant-

ness from Day 2 post-surgically to 6 months post-surgically,

but the decrease in pain unpleasantness was steeper in tra-

jectory one than two. Table 7 shows the means and standard

deviations across time for the two pain unpleasantness

trajectories.

Baseline Predictors Of Pain Intensity

Trajectories
There was a high degree of collinearity between pain cata-

strophizing and pain anxiety scores. To address this, we

averaged the total scores on the PCS-C and CPASS to form

a pain-related anxiety and worry variable. Similarly, total

scores for anxiety sensitivity (CASI) and general anxiety

(MASC) were averaged to form a general anxiety variable.

To determine baseline predictors of pain intensity tra-

jectory class membership, univariate logistic regression

analyses were conducted (Table 8). Significant factors

associated with pain intensity trajectory group membership

at the univariate level included: age, sex, PICU admission,

surgery type, use of regional analgesia, cumulative 5-day

opioid consumption, baseline functional disability, base-

line symptoms of post-traumatic stress, baseline symptoms

of depression, baseline pain-related anxiety and worry,

baseline non-pain-related anxiety, and baseline parent

pain flexibility. Six variables (age, PICU admission, sur-

gery type, use of regional analgesia, cumulative 5-day

opioid consumption, and baseline parent pain flexibility)

were not significant when building the multivariable

model (ie, every other factor individually accounted for

more of the variance) and therefore we excluded them

from the final model. A multivariable logistic regression

was conducted with the final model shown in Table 9. The

referent class was mild pain intensity. The final model

(χ2 (7, n = 208) = 36.659, p < 0.001, Nagelerke R2 =

21.6%) included functional disability, cumulative 5-day

opioid consumption, sex, general anxiety, pain-related

anxiety and worry, symptoms of depression, and post-

traumatic stress symptoms. Greater functional disability

prior to surgery predicted a higher likelihood of being in

the high pain intensity trajectory group (OR: 1.053, 95%

CI: 1.019, 1.089, p = 0.002). In-hospital cumulative 5-day

Table 5 Model Fit For Pain Intensity And Pain Unpleasantness

Trajectories

Number Of

Trajectories

Linear Linear And

Quadratic

Pain intensity AIC BIC AIC BIC

1 3998.17 4008.84 3990.20 4004.43

2 3958.62 3979.96 3948.57 3977.03a

3 3950.66 3982.67 3938.01 3980.69

4 3947.34 3990.02 3932.06 3988.96

5 3953.34 4006.69 3940.06 4011.19

6 3958.14 4022.17 3942.90 4028.36

7 3964.14 4038.84 3949.68 4049.27

Pain Unpleasantness

1 3710.42 3721.09 3671.26 3685.49

2 3666.27 3687.61 3615.99 3644.45a

3 3670.40 3702.41 3614.01 3656.69

4 3669.37 3712.05 3604.52 3661.42

5 3675.37 3728.72 3612.52 3683.65

6 3681.37 3745.39 3620.52 3705.88

7 3687.37 3762.06 3628.52 3728.11

Note: aModel with the best fit to the data that respected all criteria (lower AIC

and BIC values, smallest class with n > 5%, parsimony and theoretical soundness).

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information

criterion.

Figure 2 Predicted pain intensity trajectories.

Table 6 Pain Intensity And Pain Unpleasantness Trajectory

Characteristics And Parameters

Trajectory Group n Intercept Slopes

Linear Quadratic

Pain Intensity

1 136 2.41326 −0.18829 0.01063

2 123 5.16758 −0.40125 0.02522

Pain Unpleasantness

1 187 4.85795 −0.77111 0.04160

2 72 6.29541 −0.33529 0.02066
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opioid consumption also significantly predicted group

membership in the moderate-to-severe pain intensity tra-

jectory (OR: 1.002, 95% CI: 1.001,1.003, p = 0.001).

None of the parents, surgical, or activity variables signifi-

cantly predicted pain intensity trajectory group member-

ship. We conducted logistic regression analyses on

6-month predictors of trajectory membership for both

pain intensity and pain unpleasantness. The results from

the multivariable analyses revealed the same predictors of

group membership, namely FDI, and thus are not reported

in full.

Baseline Predictors Of Pain

Unpleasantness Trajectories
To determine baseline predictors of pain unpleasantness

class membership, univariate logistic regression analyses

were conducted (Table 10). Significant factors at the uni-

variate level associated with pain unpleasantness trajectory

group membership included: activity level on post-operative

days 2–3, baseline functional disability, baseline pain-

related anxiety and worry, baseline non-pain-related anxiety,

baseline fear of movement, baseline symptoms of post-

traumatic stress, and parent pain psychological flexibility.

Similar to predicting pain intensity trajectory group mem-

bership, the following factors did not contribute signifi-

cantly to the multivariable model: activity level on post-

operative days 2–3, baseline pain-related anxiety and worry,

baseline non-pain-related anxiety, baseline symptoms of

post-traumatic stress, and parent pain psychological flex-

ibility. Therefore, the final multivariable logistic regression

model (χ2 (2, n = 226) = 7.701, p < 0.001, Nagelerke R2 =

4.8%) included functional disability (FDI) and fear of

movement (TSK). Greater functional disability prior to

surgery predicted a higher likelihood of being in the high

pain trajectory group (OR: 1.028, 95% CI: 1.000, 1.056, p =

0.047). Fear of movement did not significantly predict pain

unpleasantness trajectory group membership (OR: 1.027,

95% CI: 0.982, 1.073, p = 0.250).

Predictors Of Functional Disability At 12

Months
To determine factors associated with moderate-to-severe

functional disability at 12 months after surgery, univariate

logistic regression analyses were conducted (Table 11).

Significant factors associated with moderate-to-severe func-

tional disability at 12 months included: age, pain intensity

trajectory, pain unpleasantness trajectory, baseline functional

disability, pain-related anxiety and worry, non-pain-related

anxiety, baseline chronic pain acceptance, baseline symp-

toms of depression, baseline symptoms of post-traumatic

stress, and baseline pain self-efficacy. However, given the

wide confidence intervals for age and baseline symptoms of

post-traumatic stress, these factors were left out of the final

model. A multivariable logistic regression was conducted

with the final model shown in Table 12. The final model

(χ2 (7, n = 159) = 24.921, p = 0.001, Nagelerke R2 = 20.3%)

included baseline functional disability, baseline general

Table 7 Mean (Standard Deviation [SD]) Observed Pain Intensity And Pain Unpleasantness Values By Trajectory Group Membership

Trajectory Group Pre-Surgical M (SD) In-Hospital (48 Hr Post-

Operative) M (SD)

6 Months Post-Surgical

M (SD)

12 Months Post-Surgical

M (SD)

Pain Intensity

1 0.93 (0.17) 3.01 (0.25) 1.56 (0.22) 1.78 (0.24)

2 3.35 (0.34) 5.24 (0.23) 3.60 (0.30) 4.29 (0.32)

Pain Unpleasantness

1 4.54 (0.33) 4.82 (0.26) 1.79 (0.23) 2.24 (0.30)

2 5.64 (0.45) 6.52 (0.34) 5.44 (0.40) 5.80 (0.33)

Figure 3 Predicted pain unpleasantness trajectories.
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anxiety, baseline pain-related anxiety and worry, baseline

symptoms of depression, baseline chronic pain acceptance,

as well as pain unpleasantness trajectories and pain intensity

trajectories. Greater functional disability prior to surgery

predicted a higher likelihood of having moderate-to-severe

functional disability 12 months after surgery (OR: 1.051,

95% CI: 1.013, 1.091, p = 0.008), while holding all other

variables constant. In other words, while controlling for all

other variables, a one-point increase on baseline functional

disability multiplies the odds of having moderate-to-severe

functional disability by 1.051. Pain unpleasantness trajectory

was also a significant predictor of moderate-to-severe

functional disability (OR: 2.585, 95% CI: 1.049, 6.365,

p = 0.039). Compared to children in trajectory one, children

Table 8 Univariate Logistic Regression Analysis Showing The Relationship Between Baseline (T0) And Surgical (T1) Predictors And

Group Membership In Pain Intensity Trajectories (referent Group Is No-To-Mild Pain Intensity Trajectory)

Odds 95% Confidence Interval P-Value

Lower Upper

Child Factors

Age 1.086 0.984 1.199 0.102*

Sexa 1.822 1.059 3.133 0.030*

PICU 2.263 0.969 5.285 0.059*

Surgery Type 1.202 1.016 1.423 0.032*

Regional Anesthesia 0.552 0.283 1.075 0.080*

Cumulative 5-day Opioid Consumption 1.002 1.001 1.003 0.000*

Activity Level (Post-operative Days 2 and 3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.322

Baseline functional disability 1.056 1.029 1.085 0.000*

Baseline pain-related anxiety and worry 1.024 1.005 1.043 0.013*

Baseline non-pain related anxiety 1.030 1.005 1.055 0.017*

Baseline chronic pain acceptance 0.993 0.972 1.016 0.561

Baseline depression symptoms 1.035 1.012 1.058 0.003*

Baseline Fear of Movement 1.017 0.979 1.055 0.394

Baseline Pain Self-Efficacy 1.020 0.982 1.059 0.313

Baseline Symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress 1.030 1.010 1.050 0.003*

Parent Factors

Baseline Pain Catastrophizing 1.013 0.964 1.066 0.603

Baseline Anxiety Sensitivity 1.004 0.966 1.044 0.831

Baseline Depression 1.007 0.973 1.042 0.697

Baseline Pain Flexibility 0.985 0.966 1.003 0.104*

Baseline Pain Anxiety 1.004 0.991 1.018 0.536

Notes: *P<0.20; aReference category for sex was male.

Abbreviation: PICU, Pediatric Intensive Care Unit.

Table 9 Logistic Regression Of Baseline Predictors Of High Pain Intensity Trajectory Group (Referent Group Is No-To-Mild Pain

Intensity Trajectory)

Odds 95% Confidence Interval P-Value

Lower Upper

Functional disability 1.053 1.019 1.089 0.002

Non-pain-related anxiety 1.002 0.966 1.039 0.908

Pain-related anxiety and worry 1.001 0.974 1.030 0.925

Depression 0.995 0.960 1.031 0.778

Post-traumatic stress symptoms 1.019 0.991 1.049 0.190

Cumulative 5-day opioid consumption 1.002 1.001 1.003 0.001

Sexa 1.673 0.874 3.203 0.121

Note: aReference category for sex is male.
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with moderate-to-severe pain unpleasantness (Trajectory 2)

were more than twice as likely to have moderate-to-severe

disability at 12 months, while controlling for all other

variables.

Discussion
The results of the present longitudinal study show that 35%and

38% of the children report moderate-to-severe chronic post-

surgical pain 6 and 12months after surgery, respectively. These

results are generally consistent with the incidence reported by

recent studies. For example, Chidambaran et al14 found that

37.8% (48/127) had chronic pain 2−3 months after spinal

fusion surgery and 41.7% (46/110) had persistent pain one

year after surgery.14 In another study by Chidambaran et al,54

36% (44/121) of patients had chronic pain 2–3 months after

surgery.54 Sieberg et al,16 however, reported a much lower

incidence of 16% (27/169) for moderate-to-severe chronic

pain one year after spinal fusion surgery,16 which is in line

with a recent review of earlier studies of pediatric post-opera-

tive pain.1 The differences in incidence rates across studies

may be due, in part, to the number of months after surgery

when pain is assessed, “caseness” (non-zero vs moderate-to-

severe), the pain scales used, and the presence or absence of

preoperative pain. Greater incidences are typically found ear-

lier after surgery14,55 and when reporting the incidence of non-

zero pain.2,15,55,56 The type of pain scale used may also influ-

ence the incidence of CPSP. Sieberg et al16 used (non-numeric)

pain items from the Scoliosis Research Society-30 which asks

participants directly whether their pain is “mild”, “moderate”,

moderate to severe’ or “severe”, whereas in the present study,

and in past work by our group,2 we used numeric rating scales

and subsequently determined pain severity based on a cut-off

score on the NRS of 4.

Regarding the issue of preoperative pain prevalence, we

found the incidence of 6-month and 12-month CPSP among

participants who did not have preoperative pain to be 7.5%

and 9.2%, respectively. In contrast, the incidence in the total

sample, of whom, 43% had had moderate-to-severe preo-

perative pain was 35% and 37%. In our previous study,2

conducted at the same institution and using the same surgical

population, the prevalence of moderate-to-severe preopera-

tive pain was 19.3% and the incidence of moderate-to-severe

Table 10 Univariate Logistic Regression Analysis Showing The Relationship Between Baseline (T0) And Surgical (T1) Predictors And

Group Membership In Pain Unpleasantness Trajectories (Referent Group Is No-To-Mild Pain Unpleasantness Trajectory)

Odds 95% Confidence Interval P-Value

Lower Upper

Child Factors

Age 0.990 0.888 1.103 0.851

Sex 0.878 0.483 1.595 0.669

PICU 1.174 0.486 2.833 0.722

Surgery Type 0.986 0.820 1.185 0.881

Regional Anesthesia 0.811 0.386 1.704 0.581

Cumulative 5-day Opioid Consumption 1.001 1.000 1.002 0.237

Activity Level (Post-operative Days 2 and 3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.199*

Baseline functional disability 1.033 1.007 1.059 0.011*

Baseline pain-related anxiety and worry 1.015 0.995 1.036 0.148*

Baseline non-pain related anxiety 1.026 0.999 1.053 0.060*

Baseline chronic pain acceptance 0.992 0.968 1.016 0.491

Baseline depression symptoms 1.009 0.986 1.034 0.444

Baseline Fear of Movement 1.044 1.001 1.089 0.046*

Baseline Pain Self-Efficacy 1.007 0.966 1.051 0.731

Baseline Symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress 1.019 0.998 1.041 0.072*

Parent Factors

Baseline Pain Catastrophizing 0.985 0.931 1.042 0.594

Baseline Anxiety Sensitivity 0.986 0.943 1.031 0.535

Baseline Depression 0.997 0.959 1.036 0.881

Baseline Pain Flexibility 0.985 0.966 1.003 0.104*

Baseline Pain Anxiety 0.999 0.984 1.015 0.900

Note: *P<0.20.
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CPSP was 23% and 22% at 6 and 12 months, respectively.

Thus, the higher incidence of CPSP in the present study may

be related to the higher prevalence of preoperative pain. The

persistence of pain indicates that surgery, in the present study,

did not alleviate pre-operative pain – a possibility that might

be discussed with families prior to surgery.

Recently, several studies have used trajectory analyses

to characterize pain outcomes in children who have

undergone major surgery,3,14–16 but thus far they have

been limited by small sample sizes consequently bringing

into question the various numbers and characteristics of

the reported trajectories. The present study recruited a

sample more than twice the size of previous studies. A

two-trajectory model provided the best fit for the data for

both pain intensity and pain unpleasantness. In the case of

pain intensity, the data showed a group of children with

Table 11 Univariate Logistic Regression Analysis Showing Baseline (T0) And Surgical (T1) Predictors Of 12-Month Moderate-To-

Severe Functional Disability

Odds 95% Confidence Interval P-Value

Lower Upper

Child Factors

Age 0.901 0.804 1.010 0.075*

Sex 1.188 0.628 2.249 0.597

PICU 2.067 0.813 5.254 0.127

Surgery Type 1.018 0.837 1.239 0.856

Regional Anesthesia 1.545 0.739 3.231 0.248

Cumulative 5-day Opioid Consumption 0.999 0.998 1.000 0.224

Activity Level (Post-operative Days 2 and 3) 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.833

Pain intensity trajectory 0.449 0.250 0.808 0.008*

Pain unpleasantness trajectory 0.406 0.218 0.775 0.004*

Baseline functional disability 1.061 1.033 1.090 0.000*

Baseline pain-related anxiety and worry 1.033 1.012 1.055 0.002*

Baseline non-pain related anxiety 1.033 1.005 1.062 0.021*

Baseline chronic pain acceptance 0.967 0.942 0.993 0.012*

Baseline depression symptoms 0.997 1.047 1.022 0.092*

Baseline Fear of Movement 1.013 0.971 1.057 0.561

Baseline Pain Self-Efficacy 1.056 1.010 1.104 0.016*

Baseline Symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress 1.025 1.003 1.047 0.028*

Parent Factors

Baseline Pain Catastrophizing 1.016 0.959 1.075 0.596

Baseline Anxiety Sensitivity 1.021 0.978 1.067 0.343

Baseline Depression 0.993 0.954 1.034 0.745

Baseline Pain Flexibility 0.996 0.976 1.017 0.721

Baseline Pain Anxiety 1.010 0.995 1.026 0.197

Note: *P<0.20.

Table 12 Logistic Regression Analysis Showing Predictors Of 12-Month Moderate-To-Severe Functional Disability

Odds 95% Confidence Interval P-Value

Lower Upper

Baseline functional disability 1.051 1.013 1.091 0.008

Pain intensity trajectory 0.877 0.355 2.167 0.776

Pain unpleasantness trajectory 2.585 1.049 6.365 0.039

Baseline pain-related anxiety and worry 1.009 0.971 1.050 0.637

Baseline non-pain related anxiety 1.021 0.979 1.065 0.333

Baseline chronic pain acceptance 0.979 0.944 1.017 0.274

Baseline depression symptoms 0.964 0.923 1.007 0.100
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mild pain pre- and post-surgically and a group with mod-

erate-to-severe pain pre- and post-surgically. Both

Connelly et al3 and Rabbitts et al15 report a two-trajectory

model, but unlike their trajectories showing recovery of

pain over time, the moderate-to-severe pain trajectory in

the present study remained high across the one-year fol-

low-up period. Unique to the present study, we also eval-

uated pain unpleasantness trajectories. Pain unpleasantness

trajectory analysis showed a group with lower pain unplea-

santness ratings that remained low up to 12 months and a

group with a higher degree of pain unpleasantness that was

sustained throughout the year. The pain unpleasantness

and pain intensity trajectory groups contained some of

the same children.

The results of the present study also show that 33% and

30% of the children report moderate-to-severe functional dis-

ability 6 months and 12 months after surgery and that their

disability was correlated with pain intensity at each time point.

Notably, however, only 18% and 14% had both moderate-to-

severe pain and moderate-to-severe functional disability at the

two time points, respectively, indicating that not all children

with moderate-to-severe pain are functionally disabled.

Moreover, greater functional disability before surgery in com-

bination with year-long pain unpleasantness trajectories pre-

dicted a significantly greater likelihood of developing

moderate-to-severe functional disability at 12 months after

controlling for a variety of relevant psychological factors. A

corollary to this is that children with better pre-operative

functioning and lower levels of pain unpleasantness have

better post-operative functioning. Four other studies have

reported functional outcomes in children after surgery.2,14–16

Chidambaran et al14 reported that children with chronic pain

(ie, pain present over 2–3 months) and persistent pain (ie, pain

present over 10–12 months) had more severe functional dis-

ability than children without pain problems at 4–6 weeks post-

surgery, but chronic pain at 6 and 12 months was not asso-

ciated with greater functional disability in the long term.14

Rabbitts et al15 reported that children with late recovery from

pain after spinal fusion reported greater activity limitations one

year after surgery, but they failed to control for baseline levels

of activity limitations. Another study evaluated missed days of

school/work prior to surgery and found that the high post-

surgical pain group had significantly more missed days than

the other pain groups in the study (ie, pain improvement

group, no-pain group) but importantly the authors did not

report whether pain trajectory group membership predicted

number of missed days at the long-term follow-ups.16 The

present results point to the importance of assessing and

controlling for preoperative functional disability when exam-

ining predictors of CPSP-related functional disability.

A theoretical consideration present in the child CPSP

literature involves the role of parent cognitive-affective apprai-

sals and behavioral patterns in relation to their child’s pain and

recovery after surgery.14,15,57–59 For example, Pagé et al2

found that parental pain catastrophizing in the days after

surgery predicted child pain intensity outcomes one year

after surgery. In contrast, the present study did not find that

parental factors, including psychological flexibility, pain cata-

strophizing, anxiety sensitivity, depression, general anxiety,

and pain self-efficacy, were related to child pain intensity or

unpleasantness trajectories, or functional disability. The lack

of a relationship between parent and child pain factors is

consistent with Birnie et al60 who found that child, but not

parent pain catastrophizing, played a role in predicting pain

outcomes after spinal fusion surgery. Rabbitts et al15 found

that parental catastrophizing about their child’s pain was asso-

ciated with late pain recovery. Taken together, the results for

parent pain catastrophizing in the context of child CPSP

suggest that a parent’s own level of pain catastrophizing is

not directly associated with child outcomes, but that parent

worry about their child’s pain is. To further evaluate the

interpersonal factors theorized to influence child pain

outcomes,59,61 future studies might consider using measures

that specifically evaluate parent cognitive and affective reac-

tions to their child being in pain. Future studies should also be

designed to have the statistical power necessary to evaluate

factors from biomedical, psychosocial, and behavioral aspects

of an integrated biopsychosocial model.

There are limitations to the present study. First, as with all

other studies in this area we did not conduct physical exam-

inations of the children pre- and post-operatively so we cannot

be certain of the percentage of participants whose CPSP was a

continuation of the pain that was experienced pre-operatively

versus those whose pain was a direct result of the surgery.7,62

This is especially relevant since 43% of the present sample

reported moderate-to-severe pain before surgery. A conserva-

tive estimate of the incidence of one-year CPSP is 9.2% based

only on patients who did not have preoperative pain, thus, the

true incidence of one-year moderate-to-severe CPSP likely

lies between 9.2% and 38%. A second limitation is that we

did not assess children between hospital discharge and the six-

month follow-up. Doing so may have allowed for a more fine-

grained trajectory analysis with greater precision to detect

additional patterns of pain intensity and pain unpleasantness

over time. It would be beneficial for future studies to conduct

an assessment 4–6weeks post-operatively so that the course of
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pain trajectories can be more precisely monitored during the

transition from acute to chronic pain.63 A third limitation is

that we used a general measure of functional disability (FDI),

not a pain-specific measure, and therefore we cannot conclude

that the disability reported by children after surgery was due to

CPSP. However, we can conclude that moderate-to-severe

functional disability and CPSP intensity occur in similar pro-

portions of participants. Additionally, we found that baseline

PROMIS Pediatric Pain Interference Scale (PPIS) was lower

for those who completed the study than those who did not

complete the study, indicating that our sample may be under-

estimating the level of pain-related disability experienced by

youth undergoing major surgery. Future studies should exam-

ine both general functional disability and pain-related disabil-

ity, with measures such as the PPIS.35

In conclusion, 38% of the children undergoing major

surgeries go on to develop moderate-to-severe CPSP one

year after major surgery and have 30% have moderate-to-

severe functional disability as well. We found that pre-surgical

functional disability and year-long pain unpleasantness ratings

predict moderate-to-severe disability 12 months after surgery.

These findings raise the possibility that “prehabilitation”

interventions64 administered sufficiently in advance of surgery

and addressing functional disability and pain-related psycho-

logical factors may minimize functional disability in the long

term.Addressing factors that contribute to pain unpleasantness

after surgery may also help to reduce long-term functional

disability. A Transitional Pain Service65–67 model adapted to

children undergoing surgery may be helpful in this regard.
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